NH DIVISION OF HISTORICAL RESOURCES

Date: 12/28/2020   Site No. 27-RK-559   DHR Review No. 10810

Project: Surplus land review application, I-95 /Taylor River Reservoir/ NHLC Hampton Liquor Facilities Project

Report: EOF Letter: Taylor River Cellarhole Site 27-RK-559) Boundary Revision, NHCL Hampton Liquor Facilities Project

Other Parties CORD/OSI, IAC

NEPA and Sec. 106 of the NHPA require consultation with the SHPO to ensure the review of all actions covered by these acts relative to historical and cultural properties. The review should focus on the project's impacts pertinent to this act.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: David Trubey, Review & Compliance Coordinator, (603-271-2813)

COMMENTS: Please check one. Additional comments should be included below or on a separate sheet.

✓ CONCUR WITH SITE BOUNDARY REVISION AND RECOMMENDATION OF NO GROUND DISTURBANCE (INCLUDING VEHICULAR TRAFFIC) WITHIN SITE LIMITS WITHOUT A PRECEDING PHASE III DATA RECOVERY.

CONCUR WITH CONDITION (Indicate major reservations about the project and the specific substantive changes or modifications desired.)

TECHNICAL COMMENTS (No formal position, technical comments may be attached.)

NO COMMENTS

Date: 1-18-21

Reviewer's signature: Title: DHR Coordinator